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Task description 
The task is aimed to develop algorithms preparing the 4-D scanner measurement results to be fed 

into the TLEM model. Preparations include:  

 clouds of points sequence analysis leading to kinematic information evaluation,  

 kinematic information gaps-filling, filtering etc., 

 data export to currently used data exchange format.  

As Task 3 within Work Package 1 finalized with Deliverable 1.3 methods for kinematic information 

evaluation have been developed and assessed against Vicon's Plug-In-Gait output. In Task 4 

summarized by present report we focus on data exchange method so that the TLEM model can use 

4-D scanner kinematic results as input.  

Solutions 
The way Vicon kinematic data feed the TLEM model is through a C3D file1. This biomechanics data 

standard is capable of storing series of 3-D vector data together with both standard and custom 

metadata, including measurement parameters. Within this task an appropriate exporting piece of 

software has been developed.  

Automated measured data processing management and post-processing itself is implemented as a 

set of MATLAB2/Octave3 scripts. Due to convenience, the C3D-exporter has also been implemented 

using this technology.  

Currently, a set of angle values series is produced. Illustration 1 presents a sample series for knee 

flexion angle. The red 4-D series is exported to a C3D file and tested with the free MLSViewer4. The 

file contains several series of trial-specific angles and trial metadata, including measurement frame 

rate.   

                                                            
1 See http://www.c3d.org/ for more information on data format.  
2 Official Mathworks MATLAB page: http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/ 
3 Official GNU Octave page: http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/ 
4 Official Motion Lab Systems MLSViewer page: http://www.motion-labs.com/software_c3d_mlsviewer.html 
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Illustration 1. Sample knee flexion angle series for simultaneous Vicon and 4-D scanner measurements. Vicon results 
have been imported from a C3D file. Plot created in GNU Octave environment.  

 

 

Illustration 2. Output C3D file content. Left pane shows the file's structure containing i.a. header information and four 
series of angles. Right pane shows the file's header information including series' frame rate.  

 

  

 

Illustration 3. Knee flexion angle (top) and hip flexion angle (bottom) series within a C3D file.  



Deliverable 
Within Task 4 an exporting tool has been developed and implemented in MATLAB/Octave 

environment. It enables data exchange with TLEM modeling software as it uses standard C3D file 

format. The 'physical' delivered package is a couple of sample C3D files along with the m-script 

containing the exporter, both available online at http://goo.gl/Q7nER. C3D files can be verified with 

the MLSViewer available at http://goo.gl/y21XH (direct download link - 3.8MB). 

Summary 
The interface algorithms for data exchange with TLEM system have successfully been implemented. 

Efforts towards supplying complete kinematic description of lower extremities during the functional 

trials are still being made and content of exported files is being improved. The exporting tools have 

been designed to support flexibility of input and will serve well after future data enrichment.  
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